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These materials are released 

under a CC-BY License 

You are free to:

Share — copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format

Adapt — remix, transform, and build upon the material

for any purpose, even commercially.

The licensor cannot revoke these freedoms as long as you follow the license terms.

Under the following terms:

Attribution — You must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the license, 

and indicate if  changes were made. You may do so in any reasonable manner,

but not in any way that suggests the licensor endorses you or your use.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/

Please credit as: Gil, Yolanda (Ed.) The Scientific Paper of the Future: 

OntoSoft Training. zenodo. http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.159206

Retrieved 04:21, Oct 3, 2016 (GMT). October 2016.

If you use an individual slide, please place the following at the bottom of each 

slide: “Credit: http://www.scientificpaperofthefuture.org/”
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Problems with Current Practice

 Data is often not made 

available in publications

 Lack of  reproducibility

 Data made available through 

URLs that are not persistent

 URL does not resolve (i.e., 

‘’rotten’’)

We analyze a vast collection of articles from three corpora that span 

publication years 1997 to 2012. For over one million references to 

web resources extracted from over 3.5 million articles, we observe 

that the fraction of articles containing references to web resources is 

growing steadily over time. We find one out of five STM articles 

suffering from reference rot, meaning it is impossible to revisit the 

web context that surrounds them some time after their publication. 

When only considering STM articles that contain references to web 

resources, this fraction increases to seven out of ten. 



Publishers Are Changing: 

Guidelines for Authors
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1. 1. Study on Attitudes Toward Same-Sex Marriage Is Retracted by a Scientific Journal

2. A Proposal to Modify Plants Gives G.M.O. Debate New Life

3. Chimpanzees in Liberia, Used in New York Blood Center Research, Face Uncertain Future

4. Matter

The Human Family Tree Bristles With New Branches

5. Observatory

Race and Gender Biases Can be Reduced With Sleep Therapy, Study Finds

6. Observatory

Ancient Skull Suggests an Early Murder

7. National Briefing | Washington

Live Anthrax Spores Shipped to Laboratories

8. A Robot That Can Perform Brain Surgery on a Fruit Fly

9. Jinghong Journal

China’s High Hopes for Growing Those Rubber Tree Plants

10. Scientists Warn to Expect More Weather Extremes

11. Arguing in Court Whether 2 Chimps Have the Right to ‘Bodily Liberty’

12. Sister Megan Rice, Freed From Prison, Looks Ahead to More Anti-Nuclear Activism

13. Obama Announces New Rule Limiting Water Pollution

14. Lassa Fever Carries Little Risk to Public, Experts Say
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The retraction by Science of a study of changing attitudes about gay marriage is

the latest prominent withdrawal of research results from scientific literature.

And it very likely won't be the last. A 2011 study in Nature found a 10-fold

increase in retraction notices during the preceding decade.

Many retractions barely register outside of the scientific field. But in some

instances, the studies that were clawed back made major waves in societal

discussions of the issues they dealt with. This list recounts some prominent

retractions that have occurred since 1980.

Photo

In 1998, The Lancet, a British medical journal,

published a study by Dr. Andrew Wakefield

that suggested that autism in children was

caused by the combined vaccine for measles,

mumps and rubella. In 2010, The Lancet

retracted the study following a review of Dr.

Wakefield's scientific methods and financial

conflicts.

Despite challenges to the study, Dr.

Wakefield's research had a strong effect on

many parents. Vaccination rates tumbled in

Britain, and measles cases grew. American

antivaccine groups also seized on the research. The United States had more

cases of measles in the first month of 2015

than the number that is typically diagnosed in a full year.

Vaccines and
Autism

Papers published by Japanese researchers in Nature in 2014 claimed to provide

an easy method to create multipurpose stem cells, with eventual implications

for the treatment of diseases and injuries. Months later, the authors, including

Haruko Obokata, issued a retraction. An investigation by one of Japan's most

prestigious scientific institutes, where much of the research occurred, found

that the author had manipulated some of the images published in the study.

Approximately one month after the retraction, one of Ms. Obokata's co-authors,

Yoshiki Sasai, was found hanging in a stairwell of his office. He had taken his

own life.

Stem Cell Production

Methodology



Government Agencies Are Changing:

Scientific Integrity and Open Science

https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/administration/eop/ostp/library/scientificintegrity



Growing Importance of  Scientific 

Integrity and Reproducibility
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Universities are Changing:

Major Initiatives in Data Science
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2) Open Science

Licenses

Persistent
unique 
identifiers

Shared 

repositories

Open 

Science



3) Digital Scholarship

Time of 
retrieval

Authors Date of 
publication Persistent

unique identifier

RepositoryName

Garijo, Daniel;Xie, Lei; Zhang, Yinliang; Gil, Yolanda;

Xie, Li (2013) Tool for computing anomalies, GitHub. V.1 

http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.18765

Retrieved 11:05, Feb, 15, 2015 (GMT)

Citation

Version

Metadata

Digital

Scholarship



Geoscience Paper of the Future 



The Geoscience Papers of  

the Future (GPF) Initiative

1. A Special Issue of  a journal in all geoscience areas 

that includes only geoscience papers of  the future

1. Training sessions for geoscientists to learn best 

practices in software and data sharing, provenance 

documentation, and scholarly publication

Special Section: Geoscience Papers of the Future

http://www.scientificpaperofthefuture.org/gpf

 

 



Cedric David, NASA/JPL

Hydrology modeling

GPF Pioneer 

Authors

Ibrahim Demir, U. of  Iowa

Hydrology sensor networks

R. W. Fulweiler, Boston U.
Biogeochemistry in marine ecology

J. Goodall/B. Essawy, U. 

Virginia, Hydrology/visualization

Leif Karlstrom, U. Oregon

Volcanic vent clustering

Kyo Lee, NASA/JPL

Regional climate modeling

Heith Mills, U. Houston

Geochemistry, marine biology

Ji-Hyun Oh, USC

Tropical meteorology

Suzanne Pierce, UT Austin

Hydrogeology for decision support

Allen Pope, U. Colorado

Glaciology

Mimi Tzeng, Dauphin Island 

Sea Lab, Ocean fisheries

Sandra Villamizar, UC Merced

River ecohydrology

Xuan Yu, U. Delaware

Hydrologic modeling

 

 



Geoscience Paper of the Future 

Published Articles
www.scientificpaperofthefuture.org/

gpf/special-issue

“Towards the Geoscience Paper of  the Future: Best 

Practices for Documenting and Sharing Research 

from Data to Software to Provenance” Gil et al, 

Earth and Space Science, 2016. 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/2015EA000136

[David et al 2015]: 10 years of hydrology model software

[Yu et al 2015]: Model coupling for surface/subsurface flow

[Essawy et al 2015]: Hydrology workflows for reproducibility

[Pope et al 2015]: Estimate subglaciar lake depth from imagery

[Fulweiler et al 2016]: Long-term estuary data & products

[Tzeng et al 2016]: Data processing for ocean observatory

[Demir et al 2017]: Sensor network for flood monitoring 

<more in process>

 

 

http://www.scientificpaperofthefuture.org/gpf/special-issue
http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/2015EA000136


An Example

[…] We took a quartzite sample from the 

Hellerman thrust zone, and cut 3 thin 

sections.  We measured c-axis orientations 

using a petrographic microscope.  We 

rotated to a common reference frame using 

Duyster’s StereoNett program.  We plotted 

the data on lower hemisphere, equal area 

projections using Duyster’s StereoNett

program, shown in Figure 4. […]

Understanding kinematic data from 
the Hellerman thrust zone

Jade Silverstein



[…] We took a quartzite sample from the 

Hellerman thrust zone, and cut 3 thin 

sections.  We measured c-axis orientations 

using a petrographic microscope.  We 

rotated to a common reference frame using 

Duyster’s StereoNett program.  We plotted 

the data on lower hemisphere, equal area 

projections using Duyster’s StereoNett

program, shown in Figure 4. […]

Understanding kinematic data from 
the Hellerman thrust zone

Jade Silverstein

An Example
Quartzite sample

Petrographic microscope 

measurements

C-axis orientations

StereoNett Rotation

Common reference frame

StereoNett Plotting

Figure 4 plot



[…] We took a quartzite sample (IGSN: GMY00007W) 

from the Heller thrust zone, and cut 3 thin sections.  

We measured c-axis orientations 

(doi:10.6084/m9.figshare.786887) using a petrographic 

microscope.  We rotated to a common reference 

frame (doi:10.6084/m9.figshare.798887) using Duyster’s 

StereoNett program (doi:10.5281/zenodo.18954).  We 

plotted the data on lower hemisphere, equal area 

projections (doi:10.6084/m9.figshare.798887) using 

Duyster’s StereoNett program 

(doi:10.5281/zenodo.18966), shown in Figure 4.  The 

provenance is shown in Fig 5.  […]

Understanding kinematic data from 
the Heller thrust zone (doi:10.1016/j.ess.2009.08.012) 

Jade Silverstein (orcid.org/0000-0001-8455-8431) 

Quartzite sample 
IGSN: GMY00007W 

Petrographic microscope  

measurements 

C-axis orientations 

StereoNett Rotation 

doi:10.5281/zenodo.18954 

Common reference frame 

doi:10.6084/m9.figshare.786887 

doi:10.6084/m9.figshare.798887 

StereoNett Plotting 

doi:10.5281/zenodo.18966 

Figure 4 plot 
doi:10.6084/m9.figshare.798887 

An Example



Modern Scientific Articles

Text:

Narrative of  method,

the data is in tables, figures/plots,

the software used is mentioned

Software:

scripted codes + manual steps + 

documentation in notes/emails 

Data:

Supplementary materials, 

pointers to data repositories

Modern Published Articles

NOT published, 
loosely recorded:

Text:

Narrative of  method,

the data is in tables, figures/plots,

the software used is mentioned

Traditional Published Articles



Reproducible Articles

Provenance and Workflow: 

Workflow/scripts describing 

dataflow, codes, and parameters

Text:

Narrative of  method,

the data is in tables, figures/plots,

the software used is mentioned

Reproducible Publications

Data:

Supplementary materials, 

pointers to data repositories

Software:

Data preparation, 

data analysis, and visualization

Text:

Narrative of  method,

the data is in tables, figures/plots,

the software used is mentioned

Software:

scripted codes + manual steps + 

documentation in notes/emails 

Data:

Supplementary materials, 

pointers to data repositories

Modern Published Articles

NOT published, 
loosely recorded:



Reproducible Publications 

and Executable Papers

Data Replication and Reproducibility



Provenance and methods: 

Workflow/scripts describing 

dataflow, codes, and parameters

Text:

Narrative of  method,

the data is in tables, figures/plots,

the software used is mentioned

Reproducible Publications

Data:

Supplementary materials, 

pointers to data repositories

Software:

Data preparation, 

data analysis, and visualization

Beyond Reproducible 

Publications

The Geoscience 

Paper of  the Future 

has further 

requirements

Reproducible 

Research

Open 

Science

Digital

Scholarship

Citation

MetadataLicenses

Persistent
unique 
identifiers

Shared 

repositories

Datasets

Software

Workflow

Experimental Design





Computational Aspects 

of  the Paper

Comparison of  a new version of  the Global 

Ionosphere Thermosphere Model (GITM) with the 

previous version

Comparisons with the IRI model (Bilitza et al 2014) 

for several sites 

The model was used to investigate an idealized 

substorm



Data
From Paper

 Fig. 1 shows comparisons … using the old 

model (left), the new model (middle) and IRI 

(right) at an altitude of  400 km at 00:00 UT on 

December 23, 2012. 

 Missing (though provided by CCMC):

 Brightness of  sun: NOAA

 Strength of  aurora: NOAA

 Electric fields: NASA

 Investigate the ionospheric response to an 

idealized substorm, which was the same as 

Substorm 4 investigated by Liu and Ridley 

(2015). The prototypical substorm was 

constructed based on the superposed epoch 

variations of  IMF Bz and HP during substorms

using 5-years of  Challenging Minisatellite

Payload (CHAMP) (Reigber et al., 2002) 

satellite data (Clausen et al., 2014). 

 The (Liu and Ridley 2015) paper has the 

substorm data and plots for it

Best Practices

 All input data should be in a 
public repository (as well as any 
important intermediate data)

 Community repositories 
(Madrigal), university 
(Dataverse), other (zenodo)…

 A unique identifier (DOI) should 
be assigned to each dataset

 Basic metadata should be 
attached

 A license should be specified for 
each dataset

 Creative Commons 

 Recommendation: CC-BY

 Data should be cited in-line, the 
citation should be included in the 
references



Software

From Paper

 Tables 1 and 2 present a comparison of  

the implementation of  Te and Ti 

between the old and new model

 Missing: 

 Pointers to new model and 

previous model software versions

 Fig. 1 shows comparisons of  Ne (top), 

Te (middle) and Ti (bottom) using the 

old model (left), the new model 

(middle) and the International 

Reference Ionosphere (IRI) model 

(Bilitza et al., 2014) (right) 

 Missing: 

 Pointer to ISI software version

Best Practices

 All software should be in a 
public repository

 Community repository

 GitHub, or zenodo

 Unique identifier (DOI) should 
be assigned to each software 
version

 Basic metadata should be 
attached

 See www.ontosoft.org

 License should be specified

 See www.opensource.org

 Recommend: Apache 
v2, MIT

 Software should be cited in-
line (including version), the 
citation should be included in 
the references





 Accessing older versions?

 Identifying older versions uniquely?



Workflow

From Paper

 Fig. 1 shows comparisons 

of  Ne (top), Te (middle) 

and Ti (bottom) using the 

old model (left), the new 

model (middle) and the 

International Reference 

Ionosphere (IRI) model 

(Bilitza et al., 2014) (right) 

Best Practices

 Sketch a workflow diagram

 Software invocations

 Dataflow connections

 Include workflow diagram in figure or 
supplementary materials



Provenance of  Results
From Paper Best Practices

Fig. 5 shows a comparison between 

GITM, IRI and measurement by the 

Arecibo ISR from 100 km to 650 km 

on April 13th and 14th, 2013. The 

missing data in the observations were 

filled by an altitudinal linear 

interpolation. 

SONDRESTROM

ARECIBO

JICAMARCA

 Specification of all input data 
and parameters

 Publication of intermediate and 
final results facilitates 
reproducibility



Author Checklist

 For datasets, the paper should 

include one or more citations, 

specifying the authors, the site 

where they are described and can 

be accessed, the repository, and the 

license.

 For software, the paper should 

include one or more citations, 

specifying the authors, the site 

where it is described and can be 

accessed, the repository, and the 

license.

 For provenance and workflow, 

the paper should include figures 

and traces, and if  available the 

citations mentioning the authors, 

site to access them, the repository, 

and the license.

 For authors, each should have a 

unique identifier (e.g., ORCID)

 

 



Incorporate GPF 

Best Practices Into 

Your Work

• Easier to track research 

products, train new lab 

members, build on 

prior work, etc.

• Making a paper into a 

GPF is then very 

straightforward

(Photo/Getty Images) (Girl brushing teeth)

http://nbclatino.com/2012/06/04/untreated-dental-cavities-soar-among-latino-kids/



Why Learn to Write a Scientific 

Paper of  the Future
1. Practice open science and reproducible research

2. Get credit for all your research products

 Citations for software, data, samples, …

3. Increase citations of  your papers

4. Write impressive Data Management Plans

5. Extend your CV with data and software sections

6. Improve the management of your research assets

7. Reproduce your work from years ago and build on 
it

8. Address new funder and journal requirements

9. Attract transformative students 

10. Demonstrate leadership by stepping into the future



Recommendations from 

Scientific Societies

“The field benefits when researchers build on each other’s work. To do so, 

requires that research advances be accompanied by discussion of  methods, 

comparisons with related work, inclusion of  supporting data and proofs, 

access to artifacts, and other details. Certain publication formats and 

review processes, however, encourage practices inconsistent with these 

elements of  good scholarship. Length restrictions often are satisfied by 

omitting critical content, which hinders reproducing the results, 

understanding their novelty, or delimiting a contribution’s 

applicability. The omission of  supporting data and proofs, also 

common practice, hobbles efforts to validate or extend the work.”
http://cra.org/resources/best-practice-memos/incentivizing-quality-and-impact-evaluating-scholarship-in-hiring-tenure-and-promotion/

February 2015



www.scientificpaperofthefuture.org

Digital'Scholarship'

Provenance'and'methods:''
Work%low/scripts.specifying.

data%low,.codes,..
con%iguration.%iles,..

parameter.settings,.and..

runtime.dependencies.

Data:'
Include.data.as..

supplementary.materials.
and.pointers.to..
data.repositories.

Software:'
For.data.preparation,.data.
analysis,.and.visualization.

Open'Science'

Open'licenses:'
Open.source.licenses.for...

data.and.software..
(and.provenance/work%low).

Persistent'identi9iers:'
For.data,.software,.and.authors.
(and.provenance/work%low).

Sharing:'
Deposit.data.and.software..
.(and.provenance/work%low)..
in.publicly.shared.repositories.

Metadata:''
Structured.descriptions.of.the..

characteristics.of.data.and.software.
(and.provenance/work%low).

Citations:'
Citations.for.data.and.software.
(and.provenance/work%low).

Reproducible'Publication'

Text:'
Narrative.of.the.method,.
some.data.is.in.tables,.
.%igures/plots,.and.the..

software.used.is.mentioned.

Modern'Paper'

Geoscience'Paper'of'the'Future'Scientific Paper of the Future  



For More Information

http://www.scientificpaperofthefuture.org/gpf

EarthCube!
ICER-1440323
ICER-1343800

Training materials:

http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.15920

Special issue: 

http://tinyurl.com/ess-gpf

GPF recommended best practices:

http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/2015EA000136
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AUTHOR CHECKLIST



Author Checklist

 For datasets, the paper should 

include one or more citations, 

specifying the authors, the site 

where they are described and can 

be accessed, the repository, and the 

license.

 For software, the paper should 

include one or more citations, 

specifying the authors, the site 

where it is described and can be 

accessed, the repository, and the 

license.

 For provenance and workflow, 

the paper should include figures 

and traces, and if  available the 

citations mentioning the authors, 

site to access them, the repository, 

and the license.

 For authors, each should have a 

unique identifier (e.g., ORCID)

 

 



Directories of  

Research Data 

Repositories

• http://www.re3data.org

• http://databib.org/index_su
bjects.php

• http://oad.simmons.edu/oa
dwiki/Data_repositories

• http://www.force11.org

• http://www.nature.com/sdat
a/data-policies/repositories

http://www.thestaffingstream.com/2012/08/06/the-buzz-about-talent-communities/



Recommended: CC-BY and CC0

Choose a License

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/

“No rights reserved”



Simplest Approach
1. Create a public entry for your dataset 

with a persistent unique identifier 

• Go to zenodo.org, create an 
account

• Create an entry for your dataset

2. Specify the metadata 

• Including license -- choose from 
http://www.creativecommons.o
rg/licenses

3. Upload/point to the data

Voilà!  Figshare will give you a data 
citation



Ideal Approach
1. Find a repository that your 

community uses, if  there is not one 
then organize one!

2. Create a public entry for your 
dataset with a persistent unique 
identifier 

• Create an entry for your 
dataset

3. Specify the metadata required by 
that repository using metadata 
standards for that community

• Including license -- choose 
from 
http://www.creativecommons.
org/licenses

4. Upload/point to the data

5. Get a data citation from the 
repository



What to Show 

in a GPF

 Cite each of  your datasets like 

you would cite another paper

 Citation includes publication 

date, date of  retrieval, 

repository, and persistent 

identifier

 If  there is a data paper, cite it

Time	of		
retrieval	

Authors	
Date	of		
publica on	 Permanent		

unique	iden fier	

Repository	Name	

Data Citation Format 



How to Sketch a 

Workflow

1. Compile the command line 
invocation to all your codes

 Input data, parameters, 
configuration files

 Include data preparation codes

2. Consider how the data flows from 
code to code

3. Starting with the input data, work 
your way to the results

4. If  any steps were done with 
manual intervention, indicate that

5. Create subworkflows if  it gets large



 Datasets should have 

general-purpose metadata 

specified (creator, date, 

name, etc.)

 Dataset characteristics should 
be explained in detail

 Domain-specific metadata 
should be documented

 Availability of  related datasets 
should be documented

Simplest Approach

Ideal Approach
ISO 19115



What to Show 

in the Paper
 Mention that the persistent 

identifier for your data has 

pointers to its metadata and 

includes a detailed 

description of  the data

 Optionally, include the 

metadata also as 

supplemental material

 If  there is a data paper, cite it



Simplest Approach
1. Create a public entry for your 

software with a persistent unique 
identifier 

• Post on your web site and 
use a PURL, upload to 
figshare as you would data 
and get a DOI

2. Specify the metadata 

• Including license -- choose 
from 
http://opensource.org/licens
es, preferably Apache v2.0

3. Specify desired citation

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Source_code_in_Javascript.png



Ideal Approach
1. Learn to use a code repository 

that allows version tracking and 
collaborative software 
development

• GitHub, BitBucket, etc.

2. Create a public entry for your 
software with a persistent 
unique identifier 

3. Specify the metadata 

• Including license -- choose 
from 
http://opensource.org/lice
nses, preferably Apache 
v2.0

4. Specify desired citation
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Source_code_in_Javascript.png



Choosing an Open Source 

License

 Copyright: automatically applied to software when it is created to 

grant the creator exclusive rights as an intellectual property 

 Open source license: reduce constraints and enable software 

developers to make their source code available to public

1. “Copyleft” license (ex: GNU General Public License (GPL))

2. “Permissive” license (ex: Apache 2 or MIT licenses)

 Open Source Initiative 

 Choose a license from: http://opensource.org/licenses

 Recommend that you choose a permissive license

 Apache v2



What to Show 

in a GPF

 Cite each piece of  software that 

you use (preparation, analysis, 

visualization) like you would cite 

another paper

 Citation similar to data but 

includes software version

 If  there is a software paper, cite it

Garijo, Daniel;Xie, Lei; Zhang, Yinliang; Gil, Yolanda; 

Xie, Li (2013) Tool for computing anomalies, GitHub.  V.1  

http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.18765 

Retrieved 11:05, Feb, 15, 2015 (GMT) 

 

Time	of		
retrieval	

Authors	

Date	of		
publica on	

Permanent		
unique	iden fier	

Version	

Repository	Name	

Software Citation Format 



Simplest Approach
1. Describe as much metadata 

as you can in your software 
site

1. Document the basic 
metadata

2. If  you use a code 
repository, there is some 
basic structure you can 
follow



Ideal Approach

1. Use software registry

• http://www.ontosoft.org/p
ortal, csdms.colorado.edu, 
etc.

• Guides through questions 
to provide metadata

2. Save the metadata as HTML, 
XML,…

3. Post the metadata on your code 
site



What to Show 

in the Paper

 Mention that the persistent 

identifier location for your 

software points to its metadata 

 Optionally, include the software 

metadata as supplemental 

material

 If  there is a software paper, cite it



Simplest Approach
1. Describe the workflow in text

• Data + software + workflow

• Specify unique identifiers for data 

and software, versions, credit all 

sources

2. Develop a workflow sketch

• Capture high-level dataflow across 

components

3. For provenance, include a 

summary or an execution 

trace



Ideal Approach
1. Describe the workflow in text

• Data + software + workflow

• Specify unique identifiers for data and software, 
versions, credit all sources

2. Develop a workflow sketch
• Capture high-level dataflow across components

3. Specify the formal workflow using a 
workflow system, electronic notebook, etc.
• Command lines + parameter values

• Dataflow across components

4. Include the provenance record
• If  generating it automatically, preferably using a 

standard (e.g., PROV)

5. Publish the workflow and provenance record 
in a publicly accessible repository (eg
figshare, myExperiment, etc)

6. Get a unique persistent identifier for the 
workflow, the provenance, or both



What to Show 

in the Paper

 Describe workflow in text and 
provide a workflow sketch

 Optionally, provide the formal 
workflow or lab notebook, use a 
persistent identifier, and cite it

 Include a summary of  the 
execution traces as 
supplementary material, or use 
a persistent identifier and cite it

 Optionally, include instead the 
provenance records using a 
standard like W3C PROV

cdot:modeler rdf:is-a 

p-plan:activity 

cdot:classifier rdf:is-a 

p-plan:activity 

prov:used 

dom:model 

prov:generatedBy 

prov:used 

dom:trainingData 

dom:classification 

prov:generatedBy 

prov:used 

dom:testData 

prov:used 

dom:classIndex 

prov:used 

# Entities 
 
ex:testData1 a prov:Entity . 
 
ex:model1 a prov:Entity . 
 
ex:classification1 a prov:Entity . 
 
# Activities 
 
ex:Classifier1 a prov:Activity . 
 
# Usage and Generation 
relations between entities 
and activities 
 
ex:Classifier1  
     prov:used ex:testData1 ; 
     prov:used ex:model1 . 
 
ex:classification1      
     prov:wasGeneratedBy  
             ex:Classifier1 . 



https://pixabay.com/en/people-character-faces-real-305836/

Authors have a 

persistent unique 

identifier 

Use www.orcid.org
What to Show 

in the Paper



EXTRA SLIDES:

Workflows from [Zhu, 

Ridley, and Deng 2016]





Figures 1 & 2



Figures 3 & 4



Figures 5 & 6 & 9



Figure 7



Figure 8



Figures 11 & 12 & 13 & 14


